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Oct 24 Forbes 500 Preview - preview of the 2016 edition of the rich list. The preview of the 9th edition of the most important rich-list in Romania.
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Issue

These are the people that will influence the most the Romanian economic and social landcape in 2016. The special edition of Forbes Romania will provide all
the relevant information for the year that should see the revival of the economy.

Best Cities for Business in Romania

The scarcity of foreign direct investments in Romania during the last years means that the local authorities need to develop a strategic plan for attracting investors’
money. The special edition of Forbes Romania will rank, for the fourth year, the 40 most important cities of Romania. We will find out which are in 2016 the best
Romanian cities for living, for investing and which cities offer the best support for foreign investors. Special Insert ForbesLIFE #46
The Romanian office market was the first real-estate segment that recovered after the Crisis. Which are the most important office buildings and
neighborhoods for office buildings in Romania?

Best selling books in Romania/World’s billionaires

In the digital era, the sales of books are increasing and some of the publishers’ businesses flourish. Which are the best selling and the most profitable books
and the most prolific writers in Romania? Special Insert ForbesLIFE #47
The sixth edition of the most important women-power list on the Romanian market. Will Laura Codruta Kovesi still lead the way in 2016?
This special edition is the seventh chapter of the history of Forbes in Romania. Special Insert ForbesLIFE #48
The fifth edition of the most important aspirational list on the Romanian market, which delivers every year more than 30 names you need to watch of exceptional young Romanians (less than 30 years old).
First, there was the real-estate boom. Then, after the economic downturns, the strategic investors and the speculators turned to the subsidies-driven green
energy bubble. What is the current landscape of the Romanian energy sector and what should we expect for the next 5 years? The special edition will
provide the best roadmap for the Romanian energy sector. Special Insert ForbesLIFE #49
After half a decade of economic decline and struggle for survival, the small businesses in Romania need to look ahead for the future. What are the main
ingredients for a long-term success? Forbes Romania provides a small business toolkit, based on the success stories and failures of legendary entrepreneurs,
as well as small businesses from around the world. The special edition will feature first class business consultants and will provide the lessons of the most
relevant Romanian entrepreneurs and managers.
Take a moment and think back of the last 20 years and the dramatic changes you have witnessed. Now try to Imagine the world in 20 years! And, to make it even
more difficult, try to picture Romania into this landscape. The special edition will provide you with a roadmap to the future. Special Insert ForbesLIFE #50
There is no such thing as a free meal, but this special edition of Forbes Romania will provide investment lessons and recommendations from the most successful
people in the world, as well as the most relevant Romanian entrepreneurs, consultants and C-level managers.
Where is sports, there will always be money. The special edition of Forbes Romania will be the first to provide the link between sports and money, and the
first list of the most successful sports investments made by Romanian businesspeople, as well as the list of the richest Romanian sport players. / Forbes
Heroes will feature, for the third year, some of the most important role-models of the Romanian society. Special Insert ForbesLIFE #51
The first project on the Romanian market dedicated to work-life balance. The special edition will feature the list of the companies who provide the best work-life balance.
The special issue will provide the latest trends in education, from kindergarten to high-school, university and the most relevant graduate programs, as well as
alternative education. Special Insert ForbesLIFE #52
Who are the most influent 50 marketing managers on the Romanian market?
The follow-up issue for the most important Forbes Network event within the region. Special Insert ForbesLIFE #53
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It all goes back to the basics. The industry sector was the hardest hit by the profound transformation of the Romanian landscape during the last 25 years. Could the
Romanian industry rise once again and lead the revival of sustainable economic recovery? / The Romanian agriculture sector has yet to meet its potential, despite the
governmental strategies and the subsidies announced. Nevertheless, there are Romanian and foreign investors with long-term strategies. What are their secrets and
what should we expect for the next 5 years? Special Insert ForbesLIFE #54
Which are the coolest brands on the Romanian market? The fifth edition of the 100 coolest brands list on the Romanian market. The special edition will
provide exclusive insights into the trends of 2016.

Forbes Green/Family Business

The first list of the most important Romanian family businesses. / How green can Romania get the dirtiest country in the European Union? Who will profit
from the huge amounts of garbage and will turn them into piles of money? Special Insert ForbesLIFE #55

Dec 19 Investment guide - tips for 2017

The special edition will provide the best investment recommendations for 2017 from the most important businesspeople in Romania and abroad.
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